Great Cressingham Parish Council Meeting
Held on: 30.01.18
Those Present

Apologies

Mr. M J Halls MJH (Chairman)

Mr Frank Sharpe FS

Miss H Scott HS

Mrs S Blundell SB

Mr. M Rutterford MR
Mrs A Smith AS

Mr Fabion Eagle FE

Mr. E Kittell EK
Mr Peter Heath PH
Miss V Rutterford VR
MEMBERS OF PUBLIC –1

Minute No
2080

Matters Arising from Previous Meeting
Village Green Boundaries : Recap ‐ MJH still going to get a letter from Billy
Lovick
Kick Wall ‐ Plaques ‐ HS will make enquiries , PH will sort wording out for the on
for the Queens, EK will send a photo of what plaques we currently have so we
can get the 2 new ones the same

2085

2086

PH/EK/HS

HS

Issues with Carpark at Village Green ‐there is still rubbish all left but the cars
have gone, and the sign is still broken ‐ HS will see what can be done

HS
MR

ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL

Local Policing PH mentioned nature of policing is changing , Cyber etc is
happening behind the scenes, The youngsters are now busy on the
computers/phones, so crime rates have gone down. There was an incident in
the village, a couple were arguing which escalated ‐ so the police intervened. No
local bobby required now due to changes and new information

ALL

Planning ‐ Waterend ‐ No objection but to stipulate the flint wall remains
intact, must ensure this happens, as this is rare Norfolk flint ‐ HS will add
comments online. In between meeting Planning permission request was sent
through for the Carriers Cottage, HS will bring it to meeting in March

ALL

AOB Next Meeting 27.03.18
Village Hall ‐AS reported that there are various events on at the VH, the AGM is
on 22.02.18 ‐ AS will represent the PC and report back at the next meeting
Gate at the VG ‐MR is going to have a word with Mark Crane as he repaired this
last time

Complete

MJH

Speeding ‐ MJH suggested we look at getting a price for gates for each entrance
to the village with speed sign on them …. HS will look into this and report at the
next meeting, also speak to David Jacklyn to see what permission is needed ‐ In
between meeting HS received Funding for flashing light

Village Hall Post ‐ MR is going to get Tony to price to do the repair works, and
will a advise when price is known
8081 Approval of Previous Minute
All agreed they were okay and signed by MJH
8082 Finance
Invoices/Cheque Signing ‐ as attached ‐ Precept was agreed to be £7000.00
Balances as from ‐ Village Green, Parish Council and National Savings
8083 Highway Matters ‐ Carry Forward Nothing to Report
2084

To Action

ALL
AS
MR

Website ‐ HS arranged for the Website to be updated with various information PH will
get some historic stories etc to HS and this will be added next time

PH/HS

Information from FE please inform the council that the council is now unlikely to
cut the number of roads that are gritted and the bus subsidies, due to the
government allowing councils to increase council tax

ALL

Allotments ‐ some will become available, HS will sort out new tenants, and possibly
increase price

HS

Great Cressingham Parish Council Meeting
Held on: 29.05.18
Those Present
Mr. M J Halls MJH (Chairman)

Apologies

Miss H Scott HS

Mrs S Blundell SB
Mr. E Kittell EK

Mr. M Rutterford MR

Mr Peter Heath PH

Miss V Rutterford VR
Mrs A Smith AS
Mr Frank Sharpe FS
Mr Fabion Eagle FE
MEMBERS OF PUBLIC –1

Minute No
2094

Matters Arising from Previous Meeting
Village Green Boundaries : mjh has changed the latter from Billy Lovick
confirming the boundaries, As pearl Lovick will confirm what has been agreed
Kick Wall ‐ Plaques ‐ Carry Forward ‐ Waiting fro Wording for plaques from
MR/PE
Speeding ‐ Flashing Light, PE has met up with Roy from Westococ ‐ who has said
there is an issue with a post , and he will be in touch ‐ HS will chase this as not
heard anything. White Gates ‐ HS got a quote from a company, but will make
enquiries with highways and Jewson's to see if they can do anything cheaper.
Village Hall AGM update ‐AS reported that the Chairman's and Treasury Report
was all good, Income is coming in ‐ Kitchen was discussed and they have decide
to order it they will need extra bits, AS ask if the PC could contribute towards
the New Cooked, MJH mentioned that we would nee a couple fi quotes then the
PC will vote on it.

2095

2096

To Action

MJH
HS

PE/HS

AS

Approval of Previous Minute
All agreed they were okay and signed by MJH
Finance
Invoices/Cheque Signing ‐ as attached ‐
Balances as from ‐ Village Green, Parish Council and National Savings
Accounts for 2017 ‐ 2018 ‐ In process
Insurance, renewed with a new company

Complete

ALL
ALL
ALL
HS
ALL

2097

Highway Matters ‐ MJH mentioned new signs for HGV, He will liaise with Little
Cressingham to see if we can move them to a better place. FS said to mention
this to FE as he has been very helpful with other villagers to get correct signage
‐ FE arrived at the meeting so MJH went through what signs we need and FE will
advise HS. FE has asked if we can get the names of the Companies of the lorries
that come through the village so we can pin point where the problem is. HS
needs to send letter that was issued to Paul Groom with information of re other
highway issues, (HS sent letter to FE ‐ FE replied saying some of the issues can be
done through the parish partnership scheme ‐ HS will look into this and advise at
the next meeting)

HS/FE

2098

Local Policing ‐ Nothing to report ‐ Carry Forward

ALL

2099

Planning ‐ Nothing to report ‐ Carry Forward

ALL

2100

AOB Next Meeting 31.07.18

ALL

ALL

FE ‐ End of Year Report attached

FE

AGM ‐ ALL PRESENT, SE Nominated MJH for Chairman, PH Seconded MJH, PH
Nominated MR for Vice Chairman, AS Seconded MR
Great Cressingham Parish Council Meeting
Held on: 31.07.18
Those Present

Apologies

Mr. M J Halls MJH (Chairman)

Mrs S Blundell SB

Miss H Scott HS

Mr Peter Heath PH

Mr. M Rutterford MR

Mr Frank Sharpe FS

Miss V Rutterford VR
Mrs A Smith AS
Mr. E Kittell EK
Mr Fabion Eagle FE
MEMBERS OF PUBLIC –2
Minute No

2101

2102

2103

To Action

Matters Arising from Previous Meeting
Village Green Boundaries: Carry Forward
Kick Wall ‐ Plaques ‐ Carry Forward ‐ Waiting for Wording for plaques from
MR/PH
Speeding ‐ Flashing Light ‐ awaiting for posts to be installed ‐ Actual Sign With Ed
‐ HS chased Wescotec ‐ now ready for PH/EK to install.

MJH
HS / MR / PH
EK/ PH

White Gates ‐ HS to see about funding ‐ Will report findings at the next meeting

HS

Community Watch Schemes ‐ was mentioned about trying to get a team trained ‐ AS/EK
were most keen to sort this out (In between meetings Jaimie Goodman from Chalk Hill
contacted HS ‐ HS sent her EK details for more information)

AS/ EK

Approval of Previous Minute
All agreed they were okay and signed by MJH
Finance
Invoices/Cheque Signing ‐ as attached ‐
Balances as from ‐ Village Green, Parish Council and National Savings

Complete

ALL
ALL
ALL

2104

2105
2106
2107

Highway Matters ‐ MJH mentioned moving the signs and getting betters signs,
HS To see if we can get funding for this. MJH will mark on map what he wants
and where . MJH will write a letter to highways to thank them for what has been
done and confirm what is left to do ‐ he will send over for everyone to comment
before sending it
Street Lights ‐ In between meetings ‐ a Street light was reported to be broken on
Priory Drove
Local Policing ‐ Nothing to report ‐ It was mentioned that there was a speed
camera van in the village
Planning ‐ Nothing to report ‐ Carry Forward
AOB Next Meeting 25.09.18
In between Meeting SB Reported a broken swing at the VG ‐ HS has contacted
Action play who will hopefully repiar it soon

HS/MJH

ALL
ALL
ALL
SB/HS

Tony has asked about cutting the dead Tree on the VG and he will sort the
Walnut trees out, he's also had £40.00 for sorting out the gate on the VG
Fabian Eagle gave a report and informed the PC about Fire Service news,
Libraries, OAP Concession on Public transports and mentioned about inviting
Elizabeth Truss to the village, also has suggested getting the hedges cutting more
often
AS Raised concerns about the drains blocking in the street ‐ HS will talk to Highways to
seen if they unblock these more often

Minute No

ALL

HS

To Action

Complete

Village Hall update ‐ AS asked if the item can be added to the agenda all the time,
it was agreed it would be nice to have a regular update. AS reported the VH
Committee details are all now on the Notice Board. The Kitchen is being fitted on
13.08.18 and it was agrees the PC are happy to contribute towards Cooker and
AS
Fridge The Light Fittings in the VH are looking out of date and need to be
changedEK has offered advice. The GDPR draft is all up to date with the new
legislation. The Agricultural Show there was good turn out. Future events may
include bowling.
Great Cressingham Parish Council Meeting
Held on: 25.09.18
Those Present

Apologies

Mr. M J Halls MJH (Chairman)

Mrs S Blundell SB

Miss H Scott HS

Mr. E Kittell EK

Mr. M Rutterford MR
Miss V Rutterford VR
Mrs A Smith AS
Mr Peter Heath PH
Mr Frank Sharpe FS
Mr Fabion Eagle FE
MEMBERS OF PUBLIC – 1
Minute No

To Action

Complete

2108

Matters Arising from Previous Meeting
Village Green Boundaries: Carry Forward

MJH

Kick Wall ‐ Plaques it was mentioned about getting a tree for Emily Rutterford,
and plant it near the Kickwall ‐ so we can put the plaque on that instead ‐ MR/PH
will hopefully send the wording through.

HS /
MR /
PH

Speeding ‐ Flashing Light ‐Posts now installed PH suggested we all meet 01.10.18
to install the sign, PH (With help from others) will be in charge of moving the sign
monthly. (sign is now up and working well)

ALL

White Gates ‐ Carry Forward HS will find out about funding etc and report back at
HS
the next meeting

2109

2110

2111

Community Watch Schemes ‐ HS will speak to Jaime Goodman to see if she wants to
head the campaign as EK cannot head the campaign due to other commitments, but are
willing to do training, AS would like to be part of the training.

HS

HGV Signs ‐ MJH will arrange meeting with Highways to ask for guidance about what can
we done with regards to the signs in the village

MJH

Approval of Previous Minute
All agreed they were okay and signed by MJH, change from last months minutes ‐
AS wasn't keen on heading campaign for Community Watch Scheme

ALL

Village Hall Update: Kitchen being refurbed, along with flooring, EK has helped
with trying to sort Fridge and Cooker out but due to work commitments AS may
try to hurry things along, as this all needs to be ready for the Harvest Festival.
Diary dates for the next events are ready to go out, Gordon the Gnome being
introduced to the village he's going to be moved around the houses, Village Hall
meeting is now 25.10.18 @ 4pm

AS

Finance
Invoices/Cheque Signing ‐ as attached ‐
Balances as from ‐ Village Green, Parish Council and National Savings

ALL
ALL

In‐between meeting HS have sent away for Vat Return for the Village Hall 2017 +
PC up to Oct 2018, £478.72 ‐ VH £1183.44 FOR PC

HS

2112

Highway Matters ‐ MJH Is looking at extending the path from Church to the
Village Hall, so he will contact Highways. The fingers signs were mentioned that
they are broken HS has already reported these to Highways and they are the list
to be replaced

HS/MJH

2113

Local Policing ‐ Burnt out car and Generator stolen, along with a suspicious car
was mentioned

ALL

2114

Planning ‐ Nothing to report ‐ Carry Forward

ALL

Minute No

2115

To Action

AOB Next Meeting 27.11.18
In between Meeting SB sent an email from The Signpost ‐ asking if we as in Great
Cressingham still want to be part of it ‐ HS will add this in the agenda to discuss
Frank Shape, gave a report see attached
Fabian Eagle mentioned about closures of children centres.

Complete

ALL
SB/HS

In between Meeting Daniel Britton from the village has asked for a contribution towards
electricity costs for a Defibrillator that he is trying to get funding for that is going to be
stationed at the VH, all agreed to pay these. It will be opt on the agenda to discuss at
the next meeting to see if we can contribute anymore

ALL

